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Set of nested reliquaries, made of various media, with a 
relic of the Buddha in the smallest one
From the underground chamber of the Famensi pagoda, 
Fufeng, Shaanxi province, China
9th c.

gilt-silver repousée gold



“Namaste Dagoba” 
Fufeng, Shaanxi province, China 
(completed in 2009)



Portrait of Confucius (551-479 BC)

Titled Ultimate Sage and First 
Teacher  至聖先師

Inscription by Prince Guo (Yongli) dated 1734 

Rubbing of a carved stone tablet in the Beilin
(Forest of Steles)
Xi’an, China



Han dynasty, 2nd c.
Fragments from Xiping Stone Classics

Qing dynasty, 18th c
Guozijian
Beijing

“Stone Classics”



http://www.zdic.net/z/25/js/8E5F.htm

JI



“Sweet-pear” 
(Gan tang 甘棠 )

蔽芾甘棠、勿翦勿伐、召伯所茇。

[This] umbrageous sweet pear-tree; 
Clip it not, hew it not down.
Under it the chief of Shao lodged.

蔽芾甘棠、勿翦勿敗、召伯所憩。

[This] umbrageous sweet pear-tree; 
Clip it not, break not a twig of it.
Under it the chief of Shao rested.

蔽芾甘棠、勿翦勿拜、召伯所說。

[This] umbrageous sweet pear-tree; 
Clip it not, bend not a twig of it.
Under it the chief of Shao halted.

Translation from James Legge, The Chinese Classics v. 4: The She King or Book of Poetry (Oxford, 1898), p 26.



Commemorative stele in Linzi 臨淄 , Shandong, marking the 
place where Confucius heard the Shao music



The photographer Mei Qingji made a pilgrimage to retrace Confucius’s travels 
and documented all the sites in exhibitions and a book



Kong Cemetery (Konglin) in Qufu, marking the grave of Confucius and many others  
Queli guangzhi 闕里廣誌 (Expanded gazetteer of Queli), 17th c.



Dessicated stump of the 
pistache tree allegedly 
planted at Confucius’s grave
by the disciple Zi Gong

2009



Grave of Confucius

Spirit Way leading to an offering hall 
and Confucius’s grave      



Woodblock-printed and hand-colored edition of “Pictures of the Traces of 
the Sage, Confucius” 孔子聖蹟之圖 1548

Depiction of Han emperor Gaozu’s sacrifice to Confucius in Qufu in 
195 BC



Expanded gazetteer of Queli, 17th c.Picture of the State of Lu  (Qufu area)



Mount Ni (Nishan) 瞢縓

(also called Ni Hill  [Niqiu瞢茳)]



Expanded gazetteer of Queli, 17th c.Picture of Mount Ni (Nishan)



Temple of Confucius 麃醠 Qufu, Shandong

18th c. plan
Commemorative arches with imperial calligraphy



Imperial steles
Temple of Confucius, Qufu

Qing Kangxi emperor, 1686
Ming 
Chenghua 
emperor, 1468



Dang Huaiying黨懷英 stele (12th c.)
“Apricot Altar” 杏壇
signed as “pupil” 門生

“Old well 
at Kong 
residence”

Commemorative steles in the Qufu temple



Confucius and disciples at the Apricot Altar
Kong Chuan, Dongjia zaji (Miscellaneous Records of the Eastern House)  
孔傳, 東家雜記 13th c addendum



Plan of the Temple of Confucius during the Song dynasty
Kong Yuancuo, Kongshi zuting guangji (Expanded Record of the Kong Ancestral Court)
孔元措, 孔氏祖庭廣記 , 13th c.



Plan of the Temple of Confucius during the Jin dynasty
Kong Yuancuo, Kongshi zuting guangji (Expanded Record of the Kong Ancestral Court), 13th c.



Qianlong emperor (18th c.)
“Eulogy on the Apricot Altar”

Dang Huaiying
stele

Apricot 
Altar



Plan of the Temple of Confucius during the Jin dynasty
Kong Yuancuo, Kongshi zuting guangji (Expanded Record of the Kong Ancestral Court), 13th c.



Trees planted by Confucius (Kong Yuancuo, Kongshi zuting guangji, 13th c.)



“Cypress tree planted by Confucius”
Temple of Confucius, Qufu

stele dated 1600
(replacement)



Mi Fu 米芾 or 米黻

“Eulogy on the Tree 
Planted by 
Confucius” , 1103

Stele and rubbing

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Mi Fu  Shou zhi gui zan – 1103  (formerly stood by the tree, then was in the Yuzan lou, now in Qufu’s Han-Wei stele museum) NPM has a rubbing (not sure if it’s this).   Text:  孔聖手植檜贊。宋太常博士米 [□ Fu?] 煒東皇養白日御元氣昭道動化機此檜植矯龍恠挺雄質二千年敵金石治亂如□百代下□圭壁。 



Temple of the Sage (Temple of Confucius) in Qufu Expanded gazetteer of Queli, 17th c. 



Cypress tree planted by Confucius, Pictures of the Traces of the Sage,
From Gu Yuan, Shengmiao sidian tukao 顧沅 , 聖廟祀典圖考,聖跡圖 , 1826



cypress tree allegedly 
planted by Confucius

Photo in the Journal of the Confucian Religion Society 
孔教會雜誌 ca.1914

Photo in Treatise on the Traces of the Sage Confucius
馬場春吉, 孔子聖蹟志 , 1934

2009



Sculptural icon of 
Confucius, 1730 
(destroyed in 1966)
Early 20th c. photo

Main Sacrificial Hall, Temple of Confucius, Qufu
大成殿 (restored in the 1980s)

ceiling with dragon panels and      
imperial calligraphy (restored in 1980s)

Dragon columns



◆112-scene pictorial hagiography incised on 
stone tablets in 1592 to enable people to
“have an audience with the Sage”

◆steles with assorted portraits of Confucius 

◆eulogies and other calligraphy by Qing emperors

Hall of the Sage’s Traces (Shengjidian)
聖蹟殿 Temple of Confucius, Qufu



“Pictures of the Sage’s Traces” 
Qufu 1592

Title stone and first picture

Detail of dedicatory inscription referring to 
the “60th generation of the Sage’s disciples”



“Teacher-Model for 10,000 Ages” 
calligraphy of the Kangxi emperor, 1684

Carved stones in the 
Hall of the Sage’s Traces
Temple of Confucius
Qufu

Alleged
original,
in ink on 
paper

National
Palace 
Museum,
Taiwan



Steles with eulogies composed and written out by the Kangxi and Qianlong emperors, 
both of whom made pilgrimages to Qufu



Stele sponsored by Kong Duanyou 麃 傶 in 1095, to 
reproduce an heirloom painting, accompanied by the 
transcription of two Song emperors’ eulogies 

Confucius and Yan Hui

Two of the portraits of 
Confucius on the west wall 
of the Hall of the Sage’s 
Traces
Qufu

Portrayal attributed to Wu Daozi
吳道子 (c.689–after 755)
Eulogy by Chen Fengwu
陳鳳梧 , c.1519



Resting Hall (Qin dian 寢殿)
Temple of Confucius, Qufu

Spirit-tablet for 
Confucius’s wife 
(1980s replacement)



The Kong lineage’s ancestral shrine (Jiamiao家廟) in Qufu, 
not part of the state cult

Tablet for the 
spirits of the 
“Founding 
Ancestor” 
Confucius and 
his wife

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Also, his son & grandson , and 43rd gen. “Restoration Ancestor” Kong Renyu -- and their wives



Kong Mansion 麃螯 Qufu

Calligraphy by late Qing emperors and 
the Empress-Dowager Cixi in reception hall

Portrait of Kong Shangxian, 
孔尚賢

64th-generation Duke for
Perpetuating the Sage 
ca.1622



Plan of the Qingpu county school and its temple    Gazetteer of Qingpu
青浦縣志 1788 edition



Inscribed spirit tablets in 
official Confucian temples

Temple of Confucius 
Taipei, Taiwan

Confucius 

canonized later Confucians

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Taipei temple of C – 



Kongzhai (in Wu) 

Confucius’s travels around the 
ancient states (ca. 497-484 B.C.E.)

Qufu (Lu)

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Confucius’s travels around the ancient states



“Tomb of the Robe and Cap”  衣冠墓

Illustration from Gazetteer of Kongzhai
孔宅志 (1680s) 



Plan of Kongzhai in the early 1680s   Gazetteer of Kongzhai



Sculptural icons of Confucius and four disciples 
inside the main sacrificial hall  1924 photo

Portrait of Confucius incised on stone stele 
Formerly at Kongzhai



Fang
Zhengfan
方正范

Titles of 2 versions of the life of Confucius displayed on stone tablets at Kongzhai, 1682

Lin Youfang
藺友芳



Rubbings from 
two sets of stone 
tablets depicting the 
Life of Confucius
formerly at Kongzhai
(both erected in 1682)

Same episode in the two different versions: Local scholar Fang Zhengfan’s set
Confucius plays a stone chime and is chided by a passerby

Qingpu Magistrate 
Lin Youfang’s set

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
Fang 19, Lin 23   Chimestones /basket-laden Daoist  



Rubbings of two sets of 
stone tablets depicting 
the Life of Confucius
formerly at Kongzhai
(both erected in 1682)

Han Gaozu’s sacrifice in Qufu
in 195 BCE  - last episode of 
Fang  Zhengfan’s set

Disciples mourn at Confucius’s 
grave – last episode of 
Magistrate Lin Youfang’s set



Opening section of Classic of Filial Piety (Xiaojing)
Transcribed in 1631 by Dong Qichang (1555-1636)

Reproduced in rubbings from Sanxitang fatie (1750) 



Early 18th century plan of Kongzhai , from expanded edition of  Kongzhai zhi

Tower of 
Imperial 
Calligraphy

Library

Stele pavilion

Stele pavilion

Stele pavilion

Stele pavilion

“Little Queli”
arch

Tomb of the Robe & Cap

Main Hall



Picture of 
Kongzhai
in the early 
20th century

Illustration from
Gazetteer of 
Qingpu County, 
Continued
青浦縣續志

(1934)



Commemorative gateway arch at the Kongzhai boat landing  
(date uncertain; early 20th c.)

Présentateur
Commentaires de présentation
situated at the junction of two small streams connected to a larger waterway. Main approach was through a ceremonial archway at the main boat landing.



Two gingko trees at the former site 
of Kongzhai       2016
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